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登廬山望石門‧宋鮑照
訪世失隱淪，從山異靈士。
明發振雲冠，升嶠遠棲趾。
高岑隔半天，長崖斷千里。
氛霧承星辰，潭壑洞江汜。
嶄絕類虎牙，巑岏象熊耳。
埋冰或百年，韜樹必千祀。
雞鳴清澗中，猿嘯白雲裏。
瑤波逐穴開，霞石觸峰起。
迴互非一形，參差悉相似。
傾聽鳳管賓，緬望釣龍子。
松桂盈膝前，如何穢城市。

振羽

騰空之時，音聲分明。發芽

伏藏之際，難得頃聽。

─── 《樹莓派聲音︰頃聽者》

□ ︰ 為什麼樹莓派自帶之類比一直以來不好？
○ ︰ 因為使用 PWM 之故！

□ ︰ 早有許多 I2S 數位卡，怎麼不改之耶？
○ ︰ 樂求其省又便宜，利於學習和攜帶也。
□ ︰ 不過當今之聲卡既已貴且重矣！！豈至？？
○ ︰ 此乃應用在人，藏富於天下者之思。
＋ ︰ 胡復何有疑焉◎

北斗雖遷仍然指春！古今遺音依舊能解？
念大化川流不息之旨有乎？？！！

Bluetooth audio
In Jessie, we used PulseAudio to provide support for audio over Bluetooth, but integrating this
with the ALSA architecture used for other audio sources was clumsy. For Stretch, we are using
the bluez-alsa package to make Bluetooth audio work with ALSA itself. PulseAudio is therefore
no longer installed by default, and the volume plugin on the taskbar will no longer start and
stop PulseAudio. From a user point of view, everything should still work exactly as before – the
only change is that if you still wish to use PulseAudio for some other reason, you will need to
install it yourself.
※註

Bluetooth Audio ALSA Backend
This project is a rebirth of a direct integration between Bluez and ALSA. Since Bluez >= 5, the
build-in integration has been removed in favor of 3rd party audio applications. From now on,
Bluez acts as a middleware between an audio application, which implements Bluetooth audio
pro�le, and a Bluetooth audio device.
The current status quo is, that in order to stream audio from/to a Bluetooth device, one has to

install PulseAudio, or use Bluez < 5. However, Bluez version 4 is considered to be deprecated,
so the only reasonable way to achieve this goal is to install PulseAudio.
With this application (later named as BlueALSA), one can achieve the same goal as with
PulseAudio, but with less dependencies and more bare-metal-like. BlueALSA registers all
known Bluetooth audio pro�les in Bluez, so in theory every Bluetooth device (with audio
capabilities) can be connected. In order to access the audio stream, one has to connect to the
ALSA PCM device called bluealsa. The device is based on the ALSA software PCM plugin.

想古今世代交替之轉無耶！！？？

Better handling of other usernames
The default user account in Raspbian has always been called ‘pi’, and a lot of the desktop
applications assume that this is the current user. This has been changed for Stretch, so now
applications like Raspberry Pi Con�guration no longer assume this to be the case. This means,
for example, that the option to automatically log in as the ‘pi’ user will now automatically log in
with the name of the current user instead.
One other change is how sudo is handled. By default, the ‘pi’ user is set up with passwordless
sudo access. We are no longer assuming this to be the case, so now desktop applications which
require sudo access will prompt for the password rather than simply failing to work if a user
without passwordless sudo uses them.

